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PolyLux® plantation shutters
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Aussie made
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We’re disrupting the blinds industry by turning it 
digital. Our mission is to have the best customer 

service and the most hassle-free online shopping 
experience in the market.

 
No pushy sales, no commissions and no 

overheads. Your order is sent directly to our 
fabulous team, to be custom made in Melbourne, 

Australia. Saving you time and money.

Goodbye to the old  
and hello to DIY Blinds

4 diyblinds.com.au

The DIY Blinds way

The DIY Blinds way

you
blinds, shutters

& curtains
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We’ve made buying 
plantation shutters 
so easy...
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Our easy process

Choose samples

Measure up

Customise your order

DIY or professional install

Choose your free PolyLux® shutter samples online 

and we’ll express deliver them to your door.

Measure up like a pro with our online guides, and 

get a quick price online.

Customise your PolyLux® shutters and order 

online, then we’ll take care of the rest.

We’ll deliver your Aussie made shutters direct to 

you. You install your shutters using our easy online 

guides, or we can professionally install them for you.

We custom make 
your PolyLux® 
shutters in 7 days.

“
”
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We answer your design questions

Recess fit shutters
Recess fit shutters are the gold standard of shutter fits. They 

are perfect if you have a 65 mm deep window recess and 

minimal obstructions, so your louvers can rotate to maximise 

your privacy, views and natural light. Our PolyLux®  shutters 

fit seamlessly inside your window frame or recess, and look 

utterly timeless. In period homes choose a recess fit to 

celebrate your beautiful architraves, and let their ornate  

details shine. 

How many fits are available 
for PolyLux® shutters?

Learn about our fabulous PolyLux® 
shutter fit options, and get help picking 
your perfect fit.

Get a quick price online. Our 
PolyLux® shutters are great 
value and premium quality.

“
”
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Get in touch with us 

via email or phone for 

expert advice choosing 

your shutter fit.

Direct mount shutters
Direct mount shutters are ideal for small 

and narrow windows to maximise natural 

light. When mounted directly our PolyLux® 

shutters have no shutter frame. Your 

shutter panels attach onto the inside of 

your window frame or recess. Enjoy the light 

blocking benefits of direct mount shutters 

by installing made-to-measure light blocks 

behind your panels, to darken and thermally 

insulate your home when required.

Face fit shutters

Face fit shutters are a fantastic option for achieving the classic 

look of shutters, if you don’t have 65 mm of depth inside 

your window reveal or if you have obstructions. Our PolyLux® 

shutter frames are made to the exact measurements of your 

existing window frame, and sit neatly over the top of it. They 

project up to 65 mm into your room. Face fit shutters are 

extremely versatile, and can be attached to wall studs, brick, 

stone, tiles and concrete with the appropriate plugs, anchors 

or screws.
Recess fit Face fit 
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We answer your design questions

Looking for  
more style tips?

Our website is packed 

with inspiring home 

tours, expert tips and 

blog articles.

Our PolyLux® shutters are made in 
Australia within 7 days. We offer a 
20 year warranty for every order.

“
”

What is the best  
PolyLux® shutter frame 
for my windows?

Small L frame
Recommended for recess fit shutters. Our small L frame 

has slimline designer appeal, and sits discreetly inside 

your window recess. Despite its small profile it can hold 

the weight of large shutter panels, and its clean lines 

complement both modern and period homes. The small L 

frame can also be used in some instances for a face fit, to 

minimise how far your shutters project into your room. For a 

face fit you need 20 mm of clearance inside your recess and 

minimal obstructions.

Z frame
Recommended for recess fit shutters in out-of-square 

windows. Our Z frame is designed especially to hide any 

imperfections in out-of-square windows. It looks incredible 

juxtaposed with exposed brick and stone walls. It blocks any 

gaps of light around the frame, thanks to the subtle curved 

lip that overlaps onto your window frame or walls. The Z 

frame hides gaps of up to 10 mm between your PolyLux® 

shutter frame and your uneven window. For window sills, 

choose our Z frame with sill option.

Our PolyLux® shutter frame range is 
incredibly versatile. We’re confident we 
have a frame option that is perfect for your 
windows. Read on to learn about each frame.

Medium L frame
Recommended for face fit shutters. Our medium L frame 

is a face fit’s best friend. It sits neatly over your existing 

window frame or walls. It has a deeper profile, meaning your 

smooth-operating louvers don’t need any clearance inside 

your window recess. Due to its slim width, your magnificent 

PolyLux® shutter panels and louvers can take centre stage 

as the aesthetic heroes.

Full frame versus 3-sided frame
Full frames are super versatile and can be combined with any 

PolyLux® shutter frame and fit. Our 3-sided shutter frames 

work wonders for recess fit shutters, if you have a window 

sill or minor obstruction right at the bottom of your window.

Small L frame, face fit

Medium L frame, face fit

Z frame, recess fit
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Do you make PolyLux® 
shutters for corner, box 
and bay windows?

Corner windows
Channel designer vibes with premium PolyLux® shutters 

that are custom made to fit beautifully into corner 

windows. The louvers are the aesthetic hero of your 

shutters and create an arresting linear pattern in your 

corner windows, while giving you total light control and 

connection to the outdoors. Customise every aspect 

of your corner window shutters. We’ll supply made-to-

measure 90 degree corner posts that form part of your 

sleek shutter frame. 

Yes, and they look fabulous! Our PolyLux® 
shutters add elegance to corner, box and 
bay windows. Call us to order PolyLux® 
shutters for windows with 45 and 90 
degree angles, or to chat about our 
bespoke solutions.

We answer your design questions

13

Box and bay windows
Words can’t do justice to the breathtaking look of box 

and bay window plantation shutters. They scream 

sophistication, and look timeless in any home. Our 45 and 

90 degree corner posts can be installed in combination 

with recess or face fit shutters. Celebrate your beautiful 

windows and customise every last detail of your PolyLux® 

shutters for a bespoke designer look. Choose from our 

range of incredible panel layouts to match your box or bay 

window frames and mullions, so that your shutters are as 

functional as they are jaw-dropping. 

To maximise your connection to the 
outdoors and enjoy unobstructed views, 
design your shutters to line up with your 
window frames and mullions. Choose 
fewer panels to gain more natural light.

“

”

Your shutter louvers can 
be rotated 180° in either 
direction for privacy, views 
and complete light control.

“
”

Need help  
measuring?
Call us and our 

professional team can 

come out to measure 

up for you.
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We answer your design questions

PolyLux® shutters are incredibly durable
Our PolyLux® shutters can withstand humidity, heat and 

sunlight, making them the perfect choice for bathrooms, 

laundries and kitchens. If exposed to water, your shutters 

won’t lose their classic beauty. All PolyLux® shutters have a 20 

year warranty, so you can be sure you’re buying a high quality 

product. Install shutters in bathrooms and powder rooms to 

enjoy complete privacy by angling your shutter louvers to let 

light in, while ensuring no one can see into your home. 

Can I install PolyLux®  
shutters in wet areas?

Absolutely! PolyLux® shutters are Aussie 
made using premium, water-resistant and 
highly durable materials. They are ideal for 
wet areas such as kitchens, bathrooms and 
laundries.

PolyLux® shutters are easy 
to maintain
PolyLux® shutters are incredibly 

popular and practical for kitchens. 

There’s no need to worry 

about damaging your window 

furnishings with cooking odours 

or the occasional spillage. Our 

PolyLux® shutters are super 

easy to clean. Use a damp cloth 

to gently wipe your louvers, and 

open your shutter panels to easily 

clean behind your shutters. 

PolyLux® shutters are 
washable and totally 
water-resistant. They 
can be installed right 
next to a shower.

“

”
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Choose your free 

PolyLux® shutter 

samples and have them 

express posted to your 

doorstep.

PolyLux® shutters 
are guaranteed to 
never fade, bleach, 
peel, or blister.
They are made to 
withstand the harsh 
Aussie sun.

“

”
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We answer your design questions

Layer sheers over shutters for luxe texture
Sheer curtains diffuse sunlight, add texture and provide 

fantastic daytime privacy. Floor-to-ceiling sheers make your 

space appear larger and grander. Leave your sheers closed 

during the day to create a luxe designer look and bathe your 

room in filtered light. The classic horizontal lines of shutters 

juxtaposed with the soft vertical folds of your sheers is 

captivating. 

What are the benefits  
of combining PolyLux®  
shutters with  
designer curtains?

Layer designer curtains over your plantation 
shutters to add luxe texture, drama and 
softness in your home.

16 diyblinds.com.au

Layer blockouts over shutters for total light control 
and thermal insulation
Blockouts and lined curtains completely darken your room, 

reduce outside noise and provide excellent thermal insulation 

in addition to your shutters. Lined curtains combine a designer 

sheer with a blockout lining, and are loved by interior designers 

for their cosy, luxe feel and incredible functionality. In winter 

block draughts and stop heat escaping from your home, and 

in summer prevent the sun’s rays from entering your home. 

Make an impact by combining designer curtains with timeless 

PolyLux® shutters.

Check out our 

Instagram for 

incredible projects 

featuring curtains and 

shutters.

We don’t skimp on fabric. Our 
curtains have 2.2 metres of fabric 
for every metre of track, which 
makes them look so plush.

“

”

Our PolyLux® shutters are 
certified VOC free, meaning no 
nasty chemicals in your home.

“
”
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2/7 Kingsley  
by She Builds Interiors

She Builds Interiors founder Lisa loves to 
make a big impact in clients’ homes through 
carefully considered interior design, build and 
styling. Her recent unit renovation is soothing 
with designer elements, and features custom 
PolyLux® shutters in every room. Plantation 
shutters add value to this designer home 
and help it appeal to a broad spectrum of 
buyers. DIY Blinds design consultants helped 
measure up and install the shutters, to help 
Lisa bring her incredible vision to life.

Our feature projects

I’ve had a love affair with 
plantation shutters for 
a long time! PolyLux® 
shutters were the best 
choice space-wise and 
for ease of maintenance. 
Plus potential buyers 
absolutely adore them.

“

”
Lisa chose:
•    

 

Recess fit PolyLux® shutters

I like that all DIY Blinds 
products are made in Australia. 
I support local and Australian 
businesses whenever I can.

“

”

Renovating 
or building?

Share your house plans 

with us! We’d love to 

help you design your 

window furnishings. 
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Alma Road  
by Hunting for George

Lucy of Hunting for George excels at 
honouring period features while transforming 
spaces for smart modern living. PolyLux® 
shutters create a timeless and sophisticated 
vibe in her recently renovated home, while 
designer curtains add drama in the master 
bedroom. The combination of shutters and 
blockout curtains gives Lucy complete light 
control, excellent thermal insulation and total 
privacy, without obstructing her views during 
the day. Sit back, relax and let her beautiful 
home with its neutral tones, gorgeous pops of 
colour and sophisticated design details wash 
over you. 

21

Our feature projects

Updating your window 
furnishings can instantly 
change the look and feel 
of your space.

“
”

Designer curtains + 
plantation shutters 
equals sophisticated 
bedroom bliss.

“
”

Lucy chose:
•   

•   

 

Bay window PolyLux® shutters combined with designer 

blockout curtains for the master bedroom 

Face fit PolyLux® shutters for the kitchen
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Art deco apartment by 
Hunting for George

Lucy of Hunting for George updated this 
delightful art deco apartment in Melbourne. 
The Armadale apartment block is a 
favourite with locals. It was designed in the 
1940s by Stuart Hall, and features Palm 
Springs-style landscaping and beautiful, 
curved architectural details. Inside the 
apartment Lucy chose PolyLux® shutters to 
complement the relaxed, modern-coastal 
vibe. In the bedrooms PolyLux® shutters 
provide complete light control. In the kitchen 
PolyLux® shutters are a durable and washable 
option, and can withstand splashes of water.

Our feature projects

Lucy chose:
• 

• 

•    

 

Face fit PolyLux® shutters in the master bedroom 

Recess fit PolyLux® shutters in bedroom two

Direct mount PolyLux® shutters in the kitchen

23

PolyLux® shutters are 
my favourite thing 
about the kitchen. They 
completely elevate this 
space and add instant 
sophistication.

“

”

PolyLux® shutters 

can be installed next 

to sinks, showers 

and baths. They are 

completely water-

resistant.
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Little Willow  
by Julia and Sasha

Little Willow is a revitalised gardener’s 
cottage on Melbourne’s historic Ripponlea 
estate. Talented design duo Julia and Sasha of 
the Abbey Collective create classic interiors 
with touches of glam. They chose designer 
window furnishings to suit the aesthetic and 
functional needs of each space. PolyLux® 
shutters celebrate the cottage’s architectural 
heritage. They provide light control and 
privacy in the bedrooms and bathroom, and 
create a breathtaking focal point in the box 
window along with the plush bench seat.

Our feature projects

25

Julia and Sasha chose:
•  

•   

 

Box window PolyLux® shutters for the living room

Recess fit PolyLux® shutters for the living room, bedrooms 

and bathroom 

PolyLux® shutters 
go perfectly with our 
signature style: classic 
meets contemporary 
with a luxe vibe.

“

”
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Canning Cottage 1  
by Josh and Jenna

Jenna is a founder of Design School and a 
home style guru, whilst Josh is a highly skilled 
plumber by trade. Together this powerhouse 
couple has built two exquisite homes on the 
site of a quaint worker’s cottage in North 
Melbourne. Canning Cottage 1 is the original 
and smaller of the two homes, and is now 
guest accommodation for lucky visitors. 
PolyLux® shutters transform this compact 
yet spacious-feeling home, let in plenty of 
natural light and offer excellent daytime and 
nighttime privacy for the street-facing rooms.

Our feature projects

Josh and Jenna chose:
•    

 

Face fit PolyLux® shutters

27

Talk to the DIY Blinds 
team early in your 
project. They visited us 
on-site to work out the 
best design solution for 
our shutters.

“

”

Good communication is 
vital during a build and 
the DIY Blinds team is 
fantastic to deal with.

“
”
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Upper Hastings  
by Hong Henwood Design

This laidback designer home in Noosa is the 
holiday rental of our dreams, and was recently 
renovated by Hong Henwood Design. The 
modern coastal home takes inspiration from 
the Hamptons and tropical Singapore styles. 
PolyLux® shutters are the perfect choice of 
window furnishing and feature throughout. 
The shutter louvers can be angled to drench 
the space in natural light, or to block the 
intensity of the midday sun when needed. 
The shutters provide breathtaking views to 
the entertainer’s deck, 12 metre pool and 
basketball half court.

Our feature projects

Custom window 
treatments, flooring 
and hand-selected 
furniture absolutely 
transform the spaces 
in this beautiful 
holiday home.

“

”

29

Hong chose:
•    Face fit PolyLux® shutters

Our PolyLux® shutters 
withstand Noosa’s intense 
heat and UV rays without 
bleaching or blistering.

“

”
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We’re right here at every step,  
to help you bring your vision to life.

After some design advice?  
Our design team is passionate about helping our customers choose PolyLux® 

shutters that fit and function perfectly. We can chat through your ideal look and 

practical needs like light control, privacy and thermal insulation. You can email a 

photo of your windows to us, for expert advice choosing your fit and PolyLux® 

shutter frame. 

Need help installing?  
No problem! We offer an installation service.  

Just call us and we’ll organise it for you.

Something more bespoke?  
For new builds and large or really custom renovations, we can work closely with 

you to design the perfect window coverings for your home. Feel free to share 

your house plans with us, and we’ll get started. 

1300 918 390

info@diyblinds.com.au

Browse our range at diyblinds.com.au

Learn how to measure by scanning the QR code

We’re here to help

30 diyblinds.com.au

We’re here to help
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Quality materials and design

100% Aussie made and owned

Our PolyLux® shutter materials are some of 

the best in the world. Strong, highly durable 

and aesthetically beautiful.

At DIY Blinds, we custom make PolyLux® 

shutters in Melbourne, Australia. Rest easy, 

knowing we have the highest standards 

going around.

Best price guarantee

We love helping our customers save 

money. If you find the same product 

cheaper elsewhere, we’ll beat it by 10%.

20 year warranty

Custom made in 7 days 

All DIY Blinds PolyLux® shutters come 

with a 20 year warranty, giving you peace 

of mind for decades to come.

We guarantee a fast turn-around on all 

PolyLux® shutters. There’s no need to wait long 

for your timeless plantation shutters to arrive.

33

Your windows deserve the best, so we make sure our  
PolyLux® shutters are the best too.

We love your windows 
like our own

Certified VOC free

Our PolyLux® shutters are certified VOC 

free and safe for your family, so you don’t 

have to worry about nasty chemicals in 

your home.

Our PolyLux® shutters

32 diyblinds.com.au
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We’ve got your back

We’re a bunch of interior design enthusiasts, and we’re 

obsessed with helping our customers get their dream look. 

If you have any questions don’t hesitate to call us on 1300 918 390 

For help deciding on a shutter fit or for design advice, email a photo 

of your windows to info@diyblinds.com.au

To browse our product range visit diyblinds.com.au

To learn how to measure scan the QR code


